
Because You Left
Ben returns to the city to reunite the Oceanic 6 and 
bring them back to the island in order to save it. 

Lost Annie Diaz

Reviews

Cast

Storyline

Episodes

Jughead
Daniel Faraday is forced to disarm the hydrogen 
bomb that if triggered, could destroy the entire 
island. 

316
The Oceanic 6 crash-land back on the island from 
Ajira Flight 316 and reuinte with some of the 
survivors from the last crash. 

Namaste
After the Oceanic 6 meet up with Sawyer, they go 
undercover as members of the Dharma Initiative in 
order to hide that they’re from the future.

The Incident
A group from the Ajira Flight 316 crash search the 
island to �nd Jacob and instead discover his empty 
cabin. Ilana orders the others to burn down Jacob’s 
cabin.

The Lie
Hurley is wanted by the police for murder. After 
being on the run for several days, he ends up 
turning himself in to avoid Ben from bringing him 
back to the island.





The Fight
Ann and Leslie have their first-ever fight while Tom hosts 
a big party at the Snakehole Lounge. Tom’s drink, Snake
Juice, gets everyone very very drunk.

Parks and Recreation Kristen Barnhart

Storyline

Episodes

Reviews

Andy and April’s Fancy Party
Andy and April host a dinner party for all their friends.
The party ends up turning into a surprise wedding ceremony. 
Ben asks Leslie for some career advice.

Eagleton
Eagleton puts a fence around one of the parks. Ron is 
paranoid about what Leslie has planned for his birthday. 
Leslie surprises him with a nice steak dinner by himself.

Ron and Tammy Part II
Tom tries to get back at Ron by going out on a date with 
Ron’s ex-wife, Tammy, while Leslie tries to protect 
Ron from falling prey to her charms.

Media Blitz
Leslie, Ben, and Tom do radio and TV interviews 
about the Harvest Festival. Ben’s Icetown bankrupcy 
is revealed as he works to win the trust of Pawnee.

Harvest Festival
Leslie deals with last minute Harvest Festival
problems including an Indian Wamapoke curse
and losing Lil Sebastian in a corn maze.
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